lrranifesto
"But of course, above all else, I am in the
oflow burlesque popular entertainment. Making you laugh and making you
cry are terribly importantl
Because for all the discussion that sur-

cast and live music); and his latest film Naked,
for which Leigh won the Best Director prize
at this year's Cannes Film Festival.

business

Nakedis perhaps the finest example, on film
at leasq ofthe power ofhis approach. Leigh
has always elicited extraordinary performances from his actors, but David Thewlis'
portrayal of the desperate anti-hero Johnny
(for which he too won an award at Cannes Best Actor) is as complex and fully realised
a character as Leigh has created.

rounds Leigh's work, and despite
the dismissal of it, in some quarters, as overly didactic and
prone to caricature (Leigh's por-

Compared to his last two featorcs, Higfi
Hopes and Life is Swea, both of which
explored Leigh's familiar preoccupation
with family relationships and suburban
conventions, it is also a more personal iourney, an allegorical descent into the underworld of decay and homelessness. And it is
by some distance his most harrowing film,
being by turns sexually violent and physically brutal. Yet Nahed is funny, alive with
dialogue, and perversely engaging. It is
this tragi-comic aspect of his work that
Leigh is keen to communicate.
"Nahed, at a fundamental level, is about the

conflict between materialism and spiritual
values, about the condition of a 1or of people and young kids today, and about men
and women and sexual matters," he says.

trayal ofyuppies is ridiculously
no-dimensional), his plays and
films are always infused with a
humour and humanism that can

transcend his obsessions with
class and social decay.
"If there is any achievemenr in
the filmj' he says frnally, "it's that

we've actually managed to open

something up that is like life untidy, ambivalent and multifacetedl' Hour up, rutorial over,

Mike Leigh walks me to

the

office door and greets his next
pupil. entuemrsor
Mike Leigh's rew play is at the Theatre
Royal, Stratford East, Londm E15 [081.534
03101 from September 22 to ilovember 20.
tYaked is in cinemas from October 29 and

will be reviewed next moilh.

